VMware Has Launched Anti-Linux FUD Campaign
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- Threat actors view Linux servers as their ticket to accessing multi-cloud environments? [2] [Ed: Only weeks after Dirk left VMware [3] the company has launched an anti-Linux FUD campaign in the media, maybe in order to distract from the back doors in its own products and blame Linux itself (while violating GPL, too)]

- How cybercriminals are using malware to target Linux-based operating systems [4] [Ed: Ransomware is a Windows issue (more than 90% of the time, but VMware now pays the media to shift attention to Linux)]

As the most common cloud operating system, Linux is a core part of digital infrastructure and is quickly becoming an attacker's ticket into a multi-cloud environment. Current malware countermeasures are mostly focused on addressing Windows-based threats, leaving many public and private cloud deployments vulnerable to attacks that target Linux-based workloads, VMware reveals.

- Cybercriminals Are Using Malware To Target Linux-Based Systems [5] [Ed: Microsoft-connected sites are at it, too]

- Cybercriminals Target Linux-based Systems with Ransomware and Cryptojacking Attacks - VMware News [6]

- Cybercriminals Target Linux-based Systems With Ransomware and Cryptojacking Attacks [7] [Ed: VMware is attacking Linux again with FUD as paid press releases, adding to its GPL violations [8] etc.]